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Matteo Renzi must work with Italian trade
unions rather than against them if he is
serious about reforming Italy’s labour
market
Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has
made reforming the Italian labour market
a priority for his government. Chiara
Benassi and Niccolo Durazzi assess the
argument that Italy’s trade unions are an
obstacle to such reforms on the basis that they support only their core
membership, rather than a broader agenda which includes ‘atypical’
workers such as agency staff. They argue that unions have taken on a
much broader stance than they are typically credited with and that if
Renzi is serious about reforming the country’s labour market it would be
beneficial to work with unions rather than against them.
It is safe to say that in Italy the main centre-left party – including all the
previous versions of the most recently branded Democratic Party (PD) –
and its historical ally among the unions, the Italian General
Confederation of Labour (CGIL), have never been more distant. The
climax was reached on the weekend of 25-26 October. On that
weekend, Prime Minister Matteo Renzi held his annual ‘Leopolda’ event
in Florence (named after the former train station where it takes place)
which brought together government representatives, members of the
PD, members of civil society, entrepreneurs and employers to present
and discuss, among others, the reforms which are supposed to
revitalise the stagnating Italian labour market.
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The

Matteo Renzi, Credit: © European Union 2014 –
European Parliament (CC-BY-SA-ND-NC-3.0)
unemployment rate in Italy is currently over 12 per cent, and rising to
nearly 45 per cent among young Italians. The most controversial
provision in Renzi’s ‘Jobs Act’ is the reduction of employment protection
for permanent workers. In exchange, Renzi promised to introduce a
system of unemployment benefits of 1,000 euros per month, which
covers the unemployed for up to two years depending on the length of
their previous employment. Still, young people who do not manage to
enter the labour market are not included in the system.
On the same weekend, on 25 October, one million people – led by the
leaders of CGIL and its metal working federation (FIOM), and including
representatives of the minority wing of PD and other left parties – took
to the streets of Rome to protest against the government’s economic
and labour market policy. The unions in Rome presented themselves as
a solution to a labour market which has become increasingly
fragmented and exclusionary toward young generations. From the
stage, CGIL leader Susanna Camusso spoke about extending the rights
to precarious workers, while wearing a red T-shirt reading “I am Marta”.
Who is Marta? She is the hypothetical precarious worker that Renzi
accused the unions of not caring about during one of his public
speeches. Renzi’s narrative of the disastrous conditions of the Italian
labour market is that Italian unions are responsible for the segmented
and stagnating situation because they are only concerned with
protecting their members and unable to move on towards a ‘new’ and
‘modern’ model of organisation of labour and industrial relations. At
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Leopolda, Renzi presented himself as the initiator of change, ready to
challenge the strong, old power of CGIL. At the same time, CGIL and
FIOM in Rome accused the government of pursuing employers’
interests exclusively, allowing for a further reduction of labour
regulations while keeping unions out of the bargaining arena.
Is Renzi’s conception of Italian trade unions accurate? Are they in fact
conservative actors concerned primarily with the representation of their
core workforce, as claimed by the government? We draw here on a few
cases, which show that unions have systematically tried to bargain
provisions in support of atypical workers when they had the chance to.
When unions (manage to) bargain for atypical workers
The three Italian union confederations CGIL, CISL and UIL set up
unions for atypical workers at the end of the 1990s (Nidil, Felsa and
CPO, respectively) in an attempt to better represent temporary workers.
These unions represent both agency workers and the different kinds of
self-employed and project-based contracts (co.co.pro), which make up
the jungle of contractual forms in the Italian labour market.
Self-employed and project-based workers are not easy to bargain for
because their remuneration is based on the delivery of a project (so
widely interpreted that even waiters and teachers might work on a
‘project’) and as such are not subject to collective agreements. At the
moment, unions mainly help these workers to turn their contracts into
permanent ones by supporting their legal cases in court.
Unions sometimes even managed to bargain collectively on the
‘stabilisation’ of project-based workers. For instance, in 2007 unions
bargained over the stabilisation of thousands of project-based callcentre workers – however, in order to do that, the ‘helping hand’ of the
state provided this opportunity as Cesare Damiano, the then Minister of
Labour in a centre-left government, issued a directive forcing employers
to bargain with the unions on the permanent hiring of these workers.
But the main evidence that Italian unions do not discriminate against
atypical workers is provided by the wide-reaching agreements for
temporary agency workers (TAWs), which fall by law under the union
bargaining domain. The atypical workers’ unions signed the first
collective agreement for agency workers in 1998 (renewed twice since
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then). The agreements reiterate that temporary agency workers’
salaries should not be lower than the salary of permanent workers, a
condition that was already set by law.
In addition to equality in terms of salary, the collective agreement also
stipulated parity between temporary agency workers and permanent
employees on a number of other aspects, including working hours, job
classifications, overtime and night-time work, holidays and leave. In
addition, the collective agreement stated that after 42 (also nonconsecutive) months of employment at a user company, temporary
agency workers must be offered a permanent position by the user
company. Sectoral colletive agreements (such as the metalworkers’ one
signed by Renzi’s nemesis FIOM) set even shorter timeframes for
temporary agency workers to be offered a permanent position.
Furthermore,with crucial input from social partners, a bilateral institution
jointly managed by unions and employers was created with the
objective to provide basic, continuous, on-the-job, and professional
training to temporary agency workers. The number of TAWs trained
through the institution grew from around 75,000 to over 225,000
between 2001 and 2007 and it is interesting to note that the share of
TAWs covered by training programmes in Italy is substantially higher
than in the other European countries for which data is available (as
shown in the Table below), making Italy an example of good practice.
Table: Training programmes provided to temporary agency
workers in five EU countries in 2008

Source: CIETT

Unions played a minor role on the issue of income protection for agency
workers.Access to income support is granted upon a worker having
performed a certain amount of working days, with a very high threshold
that makes the use of this instrument rarely accessible to any temporary
agency worker. Several studies confirm the ineffectiveness of this
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provision for agency workers, which is identified as the weakest
component of the framework of welfare.
The limited success in securing a suitable system for income support
can be largely seen as the inability of the unions to fully understand the
emergence and characterisation of atypical work. However, unions have
recently taken on board ‘broader citizenship instances’, including
support for types of guaranteed minimum income – whose current
absence is indeed a major form of dualisation between permanent and
atypical workers in Italy. However, contractual welfare can only integrate
but not substitute the role of public welfare, which is still limited or
absent for workers with discontinuous employment histories and for
young people who do not manage to enter the labour market. That
would be a good first step to undertake and Renzi can be sure that
unions would not oppose it.
Is Renzi wrong about Italian unions?
Even though Italian unions reached awareness of crucial themes
connected with atypical work (e.g. income protection) relatively late in
their history, the claim that Italian unions have been exclusively
interested in the protection of their core constituencies does not match
the evidence. As we might have expected from a general confederation
of labour situated – in Richard Hyman’s words – between class and
society, Italian unions have strived to represent all workers, to
counteract labour market dualisation, to unify labour (e.g. through the
stabilisation of co.co.pros and the equality of pay for temporary agency
workers) and to bargain also on the behalf of atypical workers since the
very introduction of such forms of work.
The problem of (especially young) outsiders in the Italian labour market
is a crucial one, and unions might not have always been up to the task.
But Renzi – before moving accusations against the unions – should first
blame and put remedy to past government policies that increased
labour market segmentation by multiplying the types of contractual
relationships and that allowed employers’ opportunistic strategies to use
a cheaper flexible workforce instead of permanent contracts. It is good
that making the Italian labour market fairer and more equal seems to be
a priority for Renzi’s government. However, the lesson from past
experiences is that successful reforms need full involvement of the
unions rather than their marginalisation.
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